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Steampunk: An Illustrated History of Fantastical Fiction, Fanciful Film & Other Victorian Visions, Brian J.
Robb 
Fully illustrated and international in scope, this comprehensive history explores steampunk's many
intricate expressions in fiction, cinema, television, comics, and video games, and traces its evolution into a
truly global aesthetic that has made its mark on art, architecture, fashion, and music.

The Steampunk Bible: An Illustrated Guide to the World of Imaginary Airships, Corsets and Goggles, Mad
Scientists, and Strange Literature, Jeff VanderMeer & S.J. Chambers
One of the ultimate resources to the fascinating world of steampunk, authors VanderMeer and Chambers
take readers on a wild ride through the clockwork corridors of steampunk history.

1000 Steampunk Creations: Neo-Victorian Fashion, Gear & Art, Dr. Grymm 
Packed with 1,000 color photographs, 1,000 Steampunk Creations features a stunning and mind-boggling
showcase of modified technology, art and sculpture, home décor, fashion and haberdashery, jewelry and
accessories, and curious weapons, vehicles, and contraptions.
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The Steamwork Explorer: Steampunk News, Events, People, Places & More
steampunk-explorer.com

Steampunk Art & Design Exhibition at the Museum of the History of Science, Oxford 
mhs.ox.ac.uk/exhibits/steampunk 
steampunkmuseumexhibition.blogspot.com

Le Galerie des Machines in Nantes, France (Steampunk Amusement Park)
lesmachines-nantes.fr/en
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A Master of Djinn, P. Djèlí Clark
Set in Cairo, 1912, Clark’s award-winning debut novel follows the adventures of Fatma el-Sha’arawi, a
special investigator with the Egyptian Ministry of Alchemy, Enchantments, and Supernatural Entities. 

Extraordinary Engines: The Definitive Steampunk Collection, ed. Nick Gevers
This collection assembles original stories by some of the genre's foremost writers. 

Perdido Street Station, China Mieville
Rife with scientific splendor, magical intrigue, and wonderfully realized characters, Mievelle’s novel offers
an eerie, voluptuously crafted world that will plumb the depths of every reader's imagination.

The Difference Engine, William Gibson & Bruce Sterling
1855: The Industrial Revolution is in full and inexorable swing, powered by steam-driven cybernetic
Engines. Charles Babbage perfects his Analytical Engine and the computer age arrives a century ahead of
its time. And three extraordinary characters race toward a rendezvous with history—and the future.

https://www.amazon.com/P-Dj%C3%A8l%C3%AD-Clark/e/B07DFM2K6Y/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1

